The Leading One-Stop Contract Manufacturer
OUR CAPABILITIES & SERVICES

Our customers confidently rely on Fabcon’s extensive capabilities to meet their demanding project scopes and delivery deadlines every day. They trust Fabcon to help facilitate “first to market” new projects as well as repeat business. Our state of the art facility and equipment allows us to meet the demands of our customer’s constantly changing needs. Fabcon has hundreds of long term customers who know they can count on us to meet their requirements, no matter how difficult the manufacturing challenge.

We are experts in custom precision metal fabrication and contract manufacturing and we extend this knowledge into the quality of our Fabcon Systems and Fabcon Creative division products. We offer extended value to fabricated products including electromechanical assembly, turn-key systems and complete supply chain integration.

We are experts in working with a wide variety of materials including aluminum, steel and stainless steel. Our one stop shop facility offers everything from engineering & design services to complete manufacturing including powder coating/ painting / silk screening, assembly, test, packaging and delivery logistics around the world. Fabcon consistently delivers the right combination of price, turn-around time, service and meticulous quality. Contact Us today and let Fabcon demonstrate our commitment to exceeding our customers’ expectations.

SERVICES WE PROVIDE

- Engineering
- Design/Program
- Auto Load Punch
- Auto Load Laser
- CNC Machining
- Stamping
- Glass Machining
- Robotic Weld
- Robotic Bend
- Automated Cleaning
- Robotic Paint
- Print
- Sub-Assemblies
- Turnkey Assembly
- Logistics
### ABOUT FABCON

Fabcon is a leading US based contract manufacturing company located in Orange County, CA. Since 1977, Fabcon has been providing manufacturing services to a diverse range of customers and industries based in both domestic and international markets. The company is now a “One Stop” resource with a vertically integrated manufacturing facility that includes engineering design services, precision sheet metal, machining, electronic assembly, powder coat, paint, silk screen, final assembly & test as well as worldwide logistics.

Fabcon has earned a stellar reputation for delivering quality products on time and a focus on customer service and support. We are housed in an ISO 9001:2015 approved 120,000 square foot state of the art facility that is in a State Enterprise and Federal Empowerment Zone. The company is SBA HUB zone certified and provides significant scalability for small to large multi-year contract production runs.

The company has proudly transitioned several products from international supply chains to “Made in America” at our Fabcon facility. Let the Fabcon team provide you with the solution to your manufacturing challenges. We will demonstrate our extensive manufacturing capabilities, our passion for excellence and our strategy to exceed your expectations.

### SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS

- Alcon
- Applied Medical
- Arbys
- ARCO
- BIG 5
- BURGER KING
- CDW
- CISCO
- COMCAST
- Delphi
- Eaton
- FCTI
- FireKing
- Fujitsu
- Johnson & Johnson
- Kaiser Permanente
- LG
- Little Caesars
- NEC
- Oakley
- Samsung
- Sonic
- Star
- University of California
- Vans
- verizon
- Wendy's
- Zodiac Aerospace
1. **Indoor Kiosk (Aspen)**
   - 32", 42", and 55" sizes
   - Available with and without a touch screen
   - Custom colors and graphic wrap options
   - Many options available

2. **Double Sided Outdoor (Jayhawk)**
   - 46", 55", and 65" sizes
   - Back-to-back display configuration
   - Sturdy aluminum construction
   - Compatible with Samsung OH F Series displays.

3. **Pre-Sale Outdoor Menu Board**
   - 46", 55" and 65" sizes
   - Custom graphic and paint options
   - Compatible with Samsung OH F Series displays
   - Integrated speakers and microphone (Optional)

4. **Ticketing Kiosk (Hurricane)**
   - Options include: 80" thermal printer, MSR, dual screen display, custom graphic wraps, LED lighting

5. **Double Sided Outdoor (Jayhawk)**
   - 46", 55", and 65" sizes
   - Back-to-back display configuration
   - Sturdy aluminum construction
   - Compatible with Samsung OH F Series displays.

6. **88" Ultra Stretch LCD**
   - Single, double, triple, and quadruple configurations.
   - Designed for LG 88" Ultra Stretch LCD

7. **Ticketing & Bag Tag Kiosk**
   - Small, compact full-service kiosk
   - Receipt and bag tag printers integrated
   - Ingenico EMV, NFC, MSR payment device
   - Supports multiple displays and tablets

8. **Outdoor Ticketing Kiosk (Sierra)**
   - Durable aluminum construction designed specifically for outdoor use.
   - IPS6 touch screen display
   - IPS6 EMV, NFC, MSR payment device
10 Dual Tablet Stands
Compatible with iPad, Samsung Galaxy Tab, and Google Pixel tablets. Easily adjustable and available in a number of colors and graphic options.

11 Wayfinding Kiosks
Rugged and sturdy steel kiosks available in 32", 42", and 55" screen sizes. Can be used in landscape or portrait orientations.

12 ATM Toppers
Eye catching digital signage enclosures for a variety of ATM machines. Available with either a 19" or 22" high definition LCD's. Simple design makes it easy to integrate with your existing machines.

13 Mobile Kiosk
Compact and mobile design makes it easy to transport this touchscreen kiosk anywhere you need it. Can be used with an iPad, Samsung Galaxy Tab, or Google Pixel tablets.

14 Wall Mount Kiosk (Willow)
• Available in 32", 46", and 55" screen sizes
• Easy to service with hinged doors and high-performance gas shocks.
• Custom paint and graphic options
• ADA compliant

15 Order Confirmation Screens
• High-bright sunlight readable LCD with integrated IP56 panel PC.
• Integrated high-performance mic and speaker system.
• Durable aluminum construction

16 Self-Service Kiosk (Patriot)
• Works with ELO i-Series, HP RP9, and Aures Yuno displays
• Compatible with Star SK1-31, Star MC-Print3, and Aures Yuno receipt printers
• Integrated bracket for Ingenico IPP320/350 payment terminals
• Custom paint or graphic options
• Sturdy metal construction

17 Digital Signage Display Stand
• Compatible with 22" and 32" LCD panels
• Built-in literature/brochure holder
• Backlit logo
• Custom graphic and paint options
18 Retail Display
- Highly customizable
- Static or digital signage
- Custom colors and finishes available

19 Retail Rack & Shelves (Splice)
The Splice kiosk employs gently tapered surfaces. This contemporary design works with a variety of components and hardware. Choose from a selection of material colors to fit your brand. The durability of this kiosk is sure to withstand the rigors of daily use.

20 Cash Management Smart Safes
- Bill validating or recycling
- Bulk note insertion
- Intuitive touch screen interface

21 Customer Service Kiosk
- Custom iPad flex mount and bezel
- 24" Full HD display
- Sleek and contemporary design

22 Outdoor Transportation Display
- Weather resistant durable stainless steel enclosure
- Compatible with Samsung and LG displays
- Rugged IK10 protective glass overlay
- Modern and contemporary design

23 Photo Kiosk
Dual screen photo kiosk with integrated HD camera, professional D-sub photo printer, and MSR/EMV payment terminal

24 Counter Top and Pedestal Kiosk Stands
- Integrated Star or Epson printer
- Works with any 75mm or 100mm VESA touch screen monitor.
- Compatible with Ingenico IPP3XX and ISC 250 terminals.

25 Sunglass Case
- Floor and counter top models available
- Ambient LED lights that draws attention
- Adjustable shelves
- Available with or without security locks

26 Outdoor Wall Mount (Willow)
- Durable aluminum construction designed specifically for outdoor use.
- Works with Samsung OH46F and OH55F displays
- Can be used in either portrait or landscape orientations
Digital Drive Thru Menu Board (Redwood)
- Double and triple display configurations
- 46" or 55" screen sizes
- Wind rated up to 150mph
- Sturdy aluminum construction
- Easy to service
- Custom graphic and paint options

Counter Top Tablet Stand
Rugged and durable tablet stand that can easily be mounted to a counter top or table using the supplied hardware.

Payment Kiosk
Custom outdoor payment kiosk with integrated MSR/EMV, pin pad, and rugged IP65 LCD display

Vault Kiosk Stand
Compact and mobile design makes it easy to transport this touchscreen kiosk anywhere you need it. Can be used with an iPad, Samsung Galaxy Tab, or Google Pixel tablets.

Outdoor Digital Signage (Jayhawk)
- Supports 46" or 55" Samsung OTH displays
- Built-in weather resistant accessory box
- Custom paint and graphic wrap options available
- Weatherproof aluminum construction

Maple Leaf Kiosk
Simple and elegant kiosk stand that can easily be customized with your logo and branding. Works with most 75mm and 100mm VESA compatible touch screen monitors.

Sunglass Case
- Locking metal doors
- Flexible and customizable mounting brackets
- Internal LED accent lighting
- Backlit LED logo

Digital Signage Phone Charging Signage
- Available in 75" or 98" screen sizes (Samsung QB75H and Samsung QM98F displays supported)
- Available in either single or double sided configurations
- LED accent lighting
- Custom paint and finishes available